
 

Date: 18th May 2019 

Hash No.: 106 - Uphams Plantation, Woodbury Common 

Hares: 3H&O & Pearl 

Hashers:  7 

 

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEN & CONDOMS? 

A small but perfectly formed group of hashers gathered for the 106th DLH3 run. The tone was 

established early when Freewheeler exclaimed that she couldn't fit Porkies "big fob" in her extra-

large condom pocket. Flour Power thought he knew a good joke about men and condoms but after 

several attempts realised he didn't know the punchline. Swinger decided that the best time for an 

outfit change would be as we circled up which Flour Power quickly spotted. Off we set along the 

beautiful Woodbury trail. At check number 2 an impromptu game of catch was had with a golf ball 

that Flour Power found on a false trail. Flour Power then decided to duck off into a side track for a 

pee only to find that he was actually on the trail and the rest of the hash was coming back from a 

back check. Freewheeler couldn't understand why he had gone so far down as she would "never be 

able to see his willy from there" and she does wear quite strong contact lenses! Despite being told 

by the Hare, never to trust the Hare, Swinger kept trusting the Hare and probably clocked more 

mileage than anyone despite being on the shorts. Drop Off showed everyone how he funded his 

university education with a well-executed slut drop... tips in my g-string make my living! Thank 

goodness someone has employed him now! 

Down-downs: 

Pearl for being a Hare (3H&O had a note from her parents so Pearl gallantly drank hers as well) 

Flour Power for pissing on the trail 

Swinger for being undressed in the circle  

Freewheeler for refusing to do a fishhook  

Drop Off for dropping it like its hot 

 

CONDOMS ARE NO LONGER THICK AND INSENSITIVE 


